coruscants*
* from the Latin verb coruscare
meaning to shine, to sparkle.

Weary of waiting for you in museums or other
big international exhibitions, the Coruscant creatures
have decided to stroll about the streets to meet you.
During their cheerful and casual walks,
these long-distance-wandering horned creatures
love to share songs and dances
their mahouts collected during previous trips.
They are fine art and brass band lovers
and they can suddenly rush into your streets
from Nonsense Avenue to Little Treats Alley.

concretely
Three dazzling actors are equipped with a sound-system device and wear amazing inflatable sculpturepuppet costumes.
As periscopic observers they are able to detect the beauty we cannot see, just as well in a row of street
lamps as behind a food stand.
And they can sometimes simply accompany those little moments of happiness that punctuate our
celebrations.
Every meeting along their route is a reason to take life as it comes.
Their show comes with original and varied live music.
Supposedly tribal music and allegedly contemporary choreography, approximate and interactive feats
give rhythm to this amazing performance.

conditions
show  2000€ - the company is not liable for V.A.T. tax.
transport  round-trip from Toulouse – € 0.65/km
installation 
2 hours before the show a large ground-floor dressing room should be put at our disposal
and provided with 10/16A 220V electrical power supply to charge the batteries.
duration of the performances 
 2 strolling shows of 40 minutes each
time in-between 2 performances : minimum 1 hour to charge or replace the batteries.
 or 1 parade of 1h30
Duration based on the autonomy of the batteries inflating the costumes and supplying the electronic
sound equipment.
staff  1 or 2 people of the organization’s staff will be needed to accompany us during the entire
duration
of the show.
accommodation  3 people
 3 single rooms
A secure garage should be provided for a van and a van trailer.
 2 nights: we will be arriving the night before depending on the distance from Toulouse
and the time schedule of the first performance.
We will be leaving the following morning.
catering  3 people
 dinner the night before, lunch and dinner the day of the performances.
royalty payment  Picto Facto filed a patent to the French patent Society (SACD)
in the name of “Coruscants”.
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